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FIRST Stronghold is a medieval-themed game centered around
crossing opponents’ defenses and weakening their tower by launching
boulders (foam balls) into one of three high goals or two low goals.
The game starts with a 15 second autonomous period, where each
alliance, consisting of three robots, has the opportunity to cross a
chosen set of defenses and launch boulders in a courtyard without
interference from defensive robots.
Then, in a 2 minute 15 second tele-operated period, robots continue,
but they must face each other as they fight for boulders and play
defense. Actions are worth fewer points in tele-op, which makes it
strategically advantageous to optimize auton points. In the final 20
seconds of the match, robots race to the tower in an attempt to either
park on the ramps in front of the tower or scale it by hanging from a
metal bar.

ARSENAL
The Robonauts are proud to present our 2016 FRC robot,
Arsenal, our twentieth creation. After six weeks of intense hard
work and dedication, we have been able to create a very
successful machine.
Arsenal Has:
• A pneumatic catapult
• A “grappling hook” hanger
• A Mecanum intake
• Vision assisted aiming
• Utility arms to manipulate
defenses

Arsenal Can:
• Cross over all static
defenses*
• Cross through Portcullis
and Cheval de Frise
• Intake boulders off floor
• Score boulders low
• Score boulder high
• Drive swiftly and precisely
*defenses that do not require
actuation, such as the rock wall

AN OPEN
LETTER TO THE
ROBONAUTS
FAMILY:
Dear Robonauts,
This past season
has truly been the
best I have ever
been a part of.
Several weeks ago,
we were posed a
challenge, one that
we, as high school
students, were to
solve. Several
weeks and gallons
of blood, sweat, and
tears later, we have
developed our
solution, Arsenal.
Our solution has
won regionals and
awards and has no
doubt been the
perfect continuation
to a 20 year legacy.
With that, I thank
you team. Thank
you parents,
mentors, and
students for making
this robot and its
achievements a
reality. Thank you
for working so
diligently and well in
creating a solution.
It truly is a pleasure
to be your captain
and I am honored to
be so lucky to be
part of a team as
great as this.
Jessa Westheimer
Team Captain, 2016

COMPETITION

The Robonauts competed in three different regionals over the course
of FRC’s six week competition season. We had the incredible
opportunity to send fifteen students to Canada to compete at the
Greater Toronto East Regional, where we won the Engineering
Excellence Award and partnered with teams 2056, 2634, and 746 to win
the event.
We then competed in the inaugural Rocket City Regional, where we
allied with teams 16 and 3490 and brought home our second win of the
season. We also left the competition as the recipients of our first
Creativity Award in over a decade.
Lastly, at our home regional, Lone Star, we captained the alliance of
4587 and 3735, where we achieved our third win of the season and our
thirteenth consecutive regional win. Robonauts also won the Industrial
Design Award for our unique intake design.
Additionally, Robonaut alumni and drive coach, Mason Markee, won
the prestigious Woodie Flowers award for his hard work and dedication
to robotics education. Finally, our team captain, Jessa Westheimer,
won Team 118’s very first Dean’s List Finalist Award for her passionate
commitment to leading a successful team. The competition season
went incredibly well and we had strong hopes for the FIRST
championship in St. Louis.

OUTREACH

In addition to competing, The Robonauts influence the community
through various programs and events throughout the year. The goal of our
outreach program is to educate the next generation of problem-solvers
before stereotypes take hold. We also give presentations to key community
leaders to share our philosophies on the importance of robotics education.

PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS
• Baybrook Mall
• Elementary School Carnivals
• Wings Over Houston Airshow
• Comicpalooza
• Homecoming Parades
• Fish Camps
• Science Night
• INDYCAR Grand Prix of Houston

PRESENTATIONS
•
•

•
•

Texas Association of School
Administrators (TASA)
Lee College Innovations in
Teaching and Learning
Conference
Technology Champions
Conference
United States Space School

MENTOR TEAMS/RUN COMPETITIONS
• 42 VEX IQ Teams
• 40 VEX Teams
• 8 EARLY Teams
ASSIST OTHER FRC TEAMS
•
•
•

Robonauts Robot Rescue
Directly mentoring other teams
Hosting Scrimmages

Leaders and policymakers are informed
about the importance of robotics education
through various presentations. Dr. Jill Biden,
Second Lady of the United States, Gen.
Charles Bolden, NASA Administrator, and
Mark Kelly, NASA Astronaut were given a
tour of our facility, and drove our 2016
practice robot.
The Robonauts contribute to Elementary Engineering Education (E3), which is an
online database that contains information and reviews about various robotics and
engineering curricula. This is a fundamental part of one of the core philosophies of our
team: To expose students to engineering before stereotypes take hold.

EVERYBOT
This year, our Everybot subsystem has completed many different
projects to assist FRC teams from several different countries. We
created a competitive robot with minimal resources that is capable of
playing this year's game.
Throughout the build season, our Everybot subsystem published
a daily blog on the Robonauts website that detailed the progress
made each day. Additionally, we created online tutorials on how to
make each part of the robot, complete with pictures.
After this project was completed, we began working on
cheesecake mechanisms, which are simple systems that can be
added to alliance partners’ robots to enable them to compete at a
higher level. Everybot created an easily attachable blocking
mechanism and worked diligently to create a cheesecake ballistic
hanger similar to Arsenal’s. Our Everybot subsystem also displayed
a fundamental role in the Robonauts Robot Rescue (R3) program,
through which Robonauts help other teams competing at our
regionals pass inspection and fix parts of their robots.

The Robonauts competed at the 2016 FIRST Robotics Competition
Championship from April 25 to April 30 in St. Louis, Missouri. This exciting
event brought together teams from all across the globe for the finale of the
FIRST Stronghold competition season. Teams were randomly divided among
eight sub-divisions via an algorithm from FIRST Headquarters. The Robonauts
competed in the Newton subdivision, which was widely considered to be the
most difficult division this year. While we knew we had a tough four days ahead
of us, all of the Robonauts worked tirelessly throughout the course of the
competition.
After a grueling two days of qualification matches, we seeded eleventh in
our division and were picked by 1519, Mechanical Mayhem, becoming part of
the second seed alliance with 3309 and 1676. Unfortunately, we were
eliminated in quarterfinals to the seventh seed alliance, who would eventually
win our subdivision and compete on Einstein.
Though we were disappointed by loss and knew we made mistakes, we
took comfort in the fact in knowing that we did play at a world class level and
represented our team well. Despite our loss on the field, we had one huge
accomplishment that made team history: Our team captain, Jessa Westheimer,
was one of ten FIRST Robotics Competition students to win the Dean’s list
award on a world level! We are all extremely proud of Jessa, and it was one of
the many reasons we consider this year’s championships to be a positive
experience.

